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Mastering Excel Powerpivot
Bring your data to life with Power BI Key Features
Get to grips with the fundamentals of Microsoft Power
BI and its Business Intelligence capabilities Build
accurate analytical models, reports and dashboards
Get faster and more intuitive insights from your data
using Microsoft Power BI Book Description Microsoft
Power BI is a cloud-based service that helps you easily
visualize and share insights using your organization's
data.This book will get you started with business
intelligence using the Power BI toolset, covering
essential concepts such as installation,designing
effective data models, as well as building basic
dashboards and visualizations to make your data come
to life You will learn how to get your data the way you
want – connecting to data sources sources and how to
clean your data with the Power BI Query Editor. You
will next learn how to properly design your data model
to make your data easier to work with.. You will next
learn how to properly design your data model to
navigate table relationships and build DAX formulas
to make your data easier to work with. Visualizing
your data is another key element of this book, and you
will learn how to follow proper data visualization
styles and enhanced digital storytelling techniques. By
the end of this book, you will understand how to
administer your organization's Power BI environment
so deployment can be made seamless, data refreshes
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can run properly, and security can be fully
implemented What you will learn Connect to data
sources using both import and DirectQuery options
Use the Query Editor to apply data transformations
and data cleansing processes, including learning how
to write M and R scripts Design optimized data models
by designing relationships and DAX calculations
Leverage built-in and custom visuals to design
effective reports Use the Power BI Desktop and Power
BI Service to implement Row Level Security on your
model Administer a Power BI cloud tenant for your
organization Deploy your Power BI Desktop files into
the Power BI Report Server Who this book is for This
book is for aspiring Business Intelligence professionals
who want to get up and running with Microsoft Power
BI. If you have a basic understanding of BI concepts
and want to learn how to apply them using Microsoft
Power BI, this book is for you.
Any data analytics solution requires data population
and preparation. With the rise of data analytics
solutions these years, the need for this data
preparation becomes even more essential. Power BI is
a helpful data analytics tool that is used worldwide by
many users. As a Power BI (or Microsoft BI)
developer, it is essential to learn how to prepare the
data in the right shape and format needed. You need
to learn how to clean the data and build it in the
structure that can be modeled easily and used high
performant for visualization. Data preparation and
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transformation is the backend work. If you consider
building a BI system as going to a restaurant and
ordering food. The visualization is the food you see on
the table nicely presented. The quality, the taste, and
everything else comes from the hard work in the
kitchen. The part that you don’t see or the backend in
the world of Power BI is Power Query. You may be
already familiar with some other data preparation and
data transformation technologies, such as T-SQL,
SSIS, Azure Data Factory, Informatica, etc. Power
Query is a data transformation engine capable of
preparing the data in the format you need. The good
news is that to learn Power Query; you don’t need to
know programming. Power Query is for citizen data
engineers. However, this doesn’t mean that Power
Query is not capable of performing advanced
transformation. Unfortunately, because Power Query
and data preparation is the kitchen work of the BI
system, many Power BI users skip the learning of it
and become aware of it somewhere along their BI
project. Once they get familiar with it, they realize
there are tons of things they could have implemented
easier, faster, and in a much more maintainable way
using Power Query. In other words, they learn
mastering Power Query is the key skill toward
mastering Power BI. We have been working with
Power Query since the very early release of that in
2013, named Data Explorer, and wrote blog articles
and published videos about it. The number of articles
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we published under this subject easily exceeds
hundreds. Through those articles, some of the
fundamentals and key learnings of Power Query are
explained. We thought it is good to compile some of
them in a book. A good analytics solution combines a
good data model, good data preparation, and good
analytics and calculations. Reza has written another
book about the Basics of modeling in Power BI and a
book on Power BI DAX Simplified. This book is
covering the data preparation and transformations
aspects of it. This book is for you if you are building a
Power BI solution. Even if you are just visualizing the
data, preparation and transformations are an essential
part of analytics. You do need to have the cleaned and
prepared data ready before visualizing it. This book is
complied into a series of two books, which will be
followed by a third book later; Getting started with
Power Query in Power BI and Excel (this book)
Mastering Power Query in Power BI and Excel
(already available to be purchased separately) Power
Query dataflows (will be published later) Although
this book is written for Power BI and all the examples
are presented using the Power BI. However, the
examples can be easily applied to Excel, Dataflows,
and other tools and services using Power Query.
Your guide to quickly turn data into results.
Transform your skills, data, and business—and create
your own BI solutions using software you already
know and love: Microsoft Excel. Two business
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intelligence (BI) experts take you inside PowerPivot
functionality for Excel 2013, with a focus on real world
scenarios, problem-solving, and data modeling. You'll
learn how to quickly turn mass quantities of data into
meaningful information and on-the-job results—no
programming required! Understand the differences
between PowerPivot for Self Service BI and SQL
Server Analysis Services for Corporate BI Extend
your existing data-analysis skills to create your own BI
solutions Quickly manipulate large data sets, often in
millions of rows Perform simple-to-sophisticated
calculations and what-if analysis Create complex
reporting systems with data modeling and Data
Analysis Expressions Share your results effortlessly
across your organization using Microsoft SharePoint
Authors’ note on using Microsoft Excel 2016: This
book’s content was written against Excel 2013, but it
is useful and valid for users of Excel 2016 too. Excel
2016 introduces several new DAX functions and an
improved editor for DAX without changing any
existing behavior. In other words, all of the concepts
and examples explained in this book continue to work
with Excel 2016.
Renowned Excel experts Bill Jelen (MrExcel) and
Michael Alexander help you crunch data from any
source with Excel 2019 pivot tables. Use Excel 2019
pivot tables and pivot charts to produce powerful,
dynamic reports in minutes instead of hours, to take
control of your data and your business. Even if you’ve
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never created a pivot table before, this book will help
you leverage all their remarkable flexibility and
analytical power–including valuable improvements in
Excel 2019 and Excel in Office 365. Drawing on more
than 45 combined years of Excel experience, Bill Jelen
and Michael Alexander offer practical “recipes” for
solving real business problems, help you avoid
common mistakes, and present tips and tricks you’ll
find nowhere else. By reading this book, you will: •
Master easy, powerful ways to create, customize,
change, and control pivot tables • Control all future
pivot tables using new pivot table defaults •
Transform huge data sets into clear summary reports
• Instantly highlight your most profitable customers,
products, or regions • Use Power Query to quickly
import, clean, shape, and analyze disparate data
sources • Build geographical pivot tables with 3D Map
• Construct and share state-of-the-art dynamic
dashboards • Revamp analyses on the fly by dragging
and dropping fields • Build dynamic self-service
reporting systems • Share your pivot tables with
colleagues • Create data mashups using the full Power
Pivot capabilities of Excel 2019 and Excel in Office 365
• Automate pivot tables with macros and VBA • Save
time by adapting reports with GetPivotData •
Discover today’s most useful pivot table tips and
shortcuts
Learn to Write DAX
Microsoft Excel 2010
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Analyzing Data with Power BI and Power Pivot for
Excel
The Accountants Guide to Mastering Pivot Tables &
Vlookup
Power Query
Microsoft Excel 2013 Building Data Models with
PowerPivot
Mastering Excel Power Pack Bundle
Renowned DAX experts Alberto Ferrari and Marco Russo
teach you how to design data models for maximum
efficiency and effectiveness. How can you use Excel and
Power BI to gain real insights into your information? As you
examine your data, how do you write a formula that
provides the numbers you need? The answers to both of
these questions lie with the data model. This book
introduces the basic techniques for shaping data models in
Excel and Power BI. It’s meant for readers who are new to
data modeling as well as for experienced data modelers
looking for tips from the experts. If you want to use Power BI
or Excel to analyze data, the many real-world examples in
this book will help you look at your reports in a different
way–like experienced data modelers do. As you’ll soon
see, with the right data model, the correct answer is always a
simple one! By reading this book, you will: Gain an
understanding of the basics of data modeling, including
tables, relationships, and keys Familiarize yourself with
star schemas, snowflakes, and common modeling techniques
Learn the importance of granularity Discover how to
use multiple fact tables, like sales and purchases, in a
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complex data model Manage calendar-related
calculations by using date tables Track historical
attributes, like previous addresses of customers or manager
assignments Use snapshots to compute quantity on hand
Work with multiple currencies in the most efficient way
Analyze events that have durations, including
overlapping durations Learn what data model you need
to answer your specific business questions About This Book
For Excel and Power BI users who want to exploit the full
power of their favorite tools For BI professionals seeking
new ideas for modeling data
This is a bundle of all the Mastering Excel lessons that cover
the new Excel Power BI tools. If you want to perform heavy
duty analysis on large data sets, as in well over 1,000,000
rows, this bundle is for you. These new features let Excel
crunch through data extremely efficiently. Even if you don't
have massive data sets, you can still use Power View and
Power Map to create seriously impressive presentations.
Note: You will need Excel 2016 or Office 365 Pro Plus to use
all the Power BI features. Excel 2013 will not run all the
features covered here. This bundle contains the following
lessons: * Mastering Excel: Power Query (Get data form
external sources) * Mastering Excel: Power Pivot (Create a
data model with tables and relationships) * Mastering Excel:
Power View (Create a new type of Excel presentation *
Mastering Excel: Power Map (Show data in animated maps)
There is a link in the lesson where you can download several
follow along Excel workbooks so you can practice the tasks
in the lesson.
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Power Query is one component of the Power BI (Business
Intelligence) product from Microsoft, and "M" is the name
of the programming language created by it. As more business
intelligence pros begin using Power Pivot, they find that they
do not have the Excel skills to clean the data in Excel; Power
Query solves this problem. This book shows how to use the
Power Query tool to get difficult data sets into both Excel
and Power Pivot, and is solely devoted to Power Query
dashboarding and reporting.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include
any media, website access codes, or print supplements that
may come packaged with the bound book. Introducing
Microsoft Power BI enables you to evaluate when and how
to use Power BI. Get inspired to improve business processes
in your company by leveraging the available analytical and
collaborative features of this environment. Be sure to watch
for the publication of Alberto Ferrari and Marco Russo's
upcoming retail book, Analyzing Data with Power BI and
Power Pivot for Excel (ISBN 9781509302765). Go to the
book's page at the Microsoft Press Store here for more
details:http://aka.ms/analyzingdata/details. Learn more
about Power BI at https://powerbi.microsoft.com/.
PowerPivot Alchemy
PowerPivot Succinctly
Excel Tables
Building Data Models with PowerPivot
M Is for (Data) Monkey
The Excel Pro's Guide to Mastering DAX
Introducing Microsoft Power BI
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Learn to manipulate massive amounts of data using
an often overlooked feature of Microsoft Excel.
Author James Beresford will demonstrate how to
take control of data sets by using a tool that most
readers likely already have access to. With
PowerPivot Succinctly, you can take the first step
toward mastering your data needs.
Understanding your company’s data has never been
easier than with Microsoft’s new Power BI package
for Excel 2013. Consisting of four powerful
tools—Power Pivot, Power View, Power Query and
Power Maps—Power BI makes self-service business
intelligence a reality for a wide range of users,
bridging the traditional gap between Excel users,
business analysts and IT experts and making it
easier for everyone to work together to build the data
models that can give you game-changing insights
into your business. Beginning Power BI with Excel
2013 guides you step by step through the process of
analyzing and visualizing your data. Daniel R. Clark,
an expert in BI training and a regular speaker on
these topics, takes you through each tool in turn,
using hands-on activities to consolidate what you’ve
learned in each chapter. Starting with Power Pivot,
you will create robust scalable data models which
will serve as the foundation of your data analysis.
Once you have mastered creating suitable data
models, you will use them to build compelling
interactive visualizations in Power View. It’s often
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necessary to combine data from disparate sources
into a data model. Power Query allows you to easily
discover, combine, and refine data from a variety of
sources, so you can make accurate judgments with
all the available information. Geographical
awareness is another common requirement of data
analysis. Using Power Maps you will create
captivating visualizations that map your data in
space and time. Beginning Power BI with Excel 2013
is your practical guide to getting maximum insight
from your data, and presenting it with impact.
Welcome another lesson in the Mastering Excel
series. This lesson is a slight departure from
previous lessons. This lesson is looking into the
future and delving into what Excel is becoming: a
powerhouse for data analysis. Power Query is the
first step in analyzing data, before you do any
substantial analysis, you need to get the data into
Excel. Not only get data into Excel but probably
clean it up. Parse columns, join columns, remove
errors, you know, that kind of stuff. Of course, you
can add a column with formulas to do this. That will
work for 100 or 1,000 rows of data. What about
250,000, 700,000 or even 1,000,000 rows? Excel
really slows down with that many calculations. Power
Query solves this. It shapes the data before it gets
into Excel. You will learn how to use Power query to
split columns, parse data, check for errors, get data
from multiple files in a folder, and more. Power
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Query remembers all the steps you took. To get new
data, you simply have to click the 'Refresh' button.
***OK, THIS IS IMPORTANT*** Power Query is a
new feature in Excel. It is standard in Excel 2016
and it can be installed in some previous versions of
Excel, but not all. Before buying this lesson, please
go to this Microsoft website, check out the
requirements and try to install Power Query. https: //
www.microsoft.com/enus/download/details.aspx?id=39379 If you cannot
install Power Query because you do not have the
correct version of Excel, you will not be able to follow
along with this lesson.
Complete classroom training manuals for Microsoft
Excel 2019 for Lawyers. 479 pages and 224
individual topics. Includes practice exercises and
keyboard shortcuts. You will learn how to effectively
use legal templates, legal business functions (such
as the Pv and Fv functions) and simple IOLTA
management. In addition, you’ll receive our
complete Excel curriculum. Topics Covered: Getting
Acquainted with Excel 1. About Excel 2. The Excel
Environment 3. The Title Bar 4. The Ribbon 5. The
“File” Tab and Backstage View 6. Scroll Bars 7. The
Quick Access Toolbar 8. Touch Mode 9. The
Formula Bar 10. The Workbook Window 11. The
Status Bar 12. The Workbook View Buttons 13. The
Zoom Slider 14. The Mini Toolbar 15. Keyboard
Shortcuts File Management 1. Creating New
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Workbooks 2. Saving Workbooks 3. Closing
Workbooks 4. Opening Workbooks 5. Recovering
Unsaved Workbooks 6. Opening a Workbook in a
New Window 7. Arranging Open Workbook Windows
8. Freeze Panes 9. Split Panes 10. Hiding and
Unhiding Workbook Windows 11.Comparing Open
Workbooks 12. Switching Open Workbooks 13.
Switching to Full Screen View 14. Working With
Excel File Formats 15. AutoSave Online Workbooks
Data Entry 1. Selecting Cells 2. Entering Text into
Cells 3. Entering Numbers into Cells 4.
AutoComplete 5. Pick from Drop-Down List 6. Flash
Fill 7. Selecting Ranges 8. Ranged Data Entry 9.
Using AutoFill Creating Formulas 1. Ranged
Formula Syntax 2. Simple Formula Syntax 3. Writing
Formulas 4. Using AutoSum 5. Inserting Functions 6.
Editing a Range 7. Formula AutoCorrect 8.
AutoCalculate 9. Function Compatibility Copying &
Pasting Formulas 1. Relative References and
Absolute References 2. Cutting, Copying, and
Pasting Data 3. AutoFilling Cells 4. The Undo Button
5. The Redo Button Columns & Rows 1. Selecting
Columns & Rows 2. Adjusting Column Width and
Row Height 3. Hiding and Unhiding Columns and
Rows 4. Inserting and Deleting Columns and Rows
Formatting Worksheets 1. Formatting Cells 2. The
Format Cells Dialog Box 3. Clearing All Formatting
from Cells 4. Copying All Formatting from Cells to
Another Area Worksheet Tools 1. Inserting and
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Deleting Worksheets 2. Selecting Multiple
Worksheets 3. Navigating Worksheets 4. Renaming
Worksheets 5. Coloring Worksheet Tabs 6. Copying
or Moving Worksheets Setting Worksheet Layout 1.
Using Page Break Preview 2. Using the Page Layout
View 3. Opening The Page Setup Dialog Box 4.
Page Settings 5. Setting Margins 6. Creating
Headers and Footers 7. Sheet Settings Printing
Spreadsheets 1. Previewing and Printing
Worksheets Helping Yourself 1. Using Excel Help 2.
The Tell Me Bar 3. Smart Lookup Creating 3D
Formulas 1. Creating 3D Formulas 2. 3D Formula
Syntax 3. Creating 3D Range References Named
Ranges 1. Naming Ranges 2. Creating Names from
Headings 3. Moving to a Named Range 4. Using
Named Ranges in Formulas 5. Naming 3D Ranges
6. Deleting Named Ranges Conditional Formatting
and Cell Styles 1. Conditional Formatting 2. Finding
Cells with Conditional Formatting 3. Clearing
Conditional Formatting 4. Using Table and Cell
Styles Paste Special 1. Using Paste Special 2.
Pasting Links Sharing Workbooks 1. About Coauthoring and Sharing Workbooks 2. Co-authoring
Workbooks 3. Adding Shared Workbook Buttons in
Excel 4. Traditional Workbook Sharing 5.
Highlighting Changes 6. Reviewing Changes 7.
Using Comments and Notes 8. Compare and Merge
Workbooks Auditing Worksheets 1. Auditing
Worksheets 2. Tracing Precedent and Dependent
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Cells 3. Tracing Errors 4. Error Checking 5. Using
the Watch Window 6. Cell Validation Outlining
Worksheets 1. Using Outlines 2. Applying and
Removing Outlines 3. Applying Subtotals
Consolidating Worksheets 1. Consolidating Data
Tables 1. Creating a Table 2. Adding an Editing
Records 3. Inserting Records and Fields 4. Deleting
Records and Fields Sorting Data 1. Sorting Data 2.
Custom Sort Orders Filtering Data 1. Using
AutoFilters 2. Using the Top 10 AutoFilter 3. Using a
Custom AutoFilter 4. Creating Advanced Filters 5.
Applying Multiple Criteria 6. Using Complex Criteria
7. Copying Filter Results to a New Location 8. Using
Database Functions Using What-If Analysis 1. Using
Data Tables 2. Using Scenario Manager 3. Using
Goal Seek 4. Forecast Sheets Table-Related
Functions 1. The Hlookup and Vlookup Functions 2.
Using the IF, AND, and OR Functions 3. The IFS
Function Sparklines 1. Inserting and Deleting
Sparklines 2. Modifying Sparklines Creating Charts
In Excel 1. Creating Charts 2. Selecting Charts and
Chart Elements 3. Adding Chart Elements 4. Moving
and Resizing Charts 5. Changing the Chart Type 6.
Changing the Data Range 7. Switching Column and
Row Data 8. Choosing a Chart Layout 9. Choosing a
Chart Style 10. Changing Color Schemes 11.
Printing Charts 12. Deleting Charts Formatting
Charts in Excel 1. Formatting Chart Objects 2.
Inserting Objects into a Chart 3. Formatting Axes 4.
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Formatting Axis Titles 5. Formatting a Chart Title 6.
Formatting Data Labels 7. Formatting a Data Table
8. Formatting Error Bars 9. Formatting Gridlines 10.
Formatting a Legend 11. Formatting Drop and HighLow Lines 12. Formatting Trendlines 13. Formatting
Up/Down Bars 14. Formatting the Chart and Plot
Areas 15. Naming Charts 16. Applying Shape Styles
17. Applying WordArt Styles 18. Saving Custom
Chart Templates Data Models 1. Creating a Data
Model from External Relational Data 2. Creating a
Data Model from Excel Tables 3. Enabling Legacy
Data Connections 4. Relating Tables in a Data
Model 5. Managing a Data Model PivotTables and
PivotCharts 1. Creating Recommended PivotTables
2. Manually Creating a PivotTable 3. Creating a
PivotChart 4. Manipulating a PivotTable or
PivotChart 5. Changing Calculated Value Fields 6.
Formatting PivotTables 7. Formatting PivotCharts 8.
Setting PivotTable Options 9. Sorting and Filtering
Using Field Headers PowerPivot 1. Starting
PowerPivot 2. Managing the Data Model 3.
Calculated Columns and Fields 4. Measures 5.
Creating KPIs 6. Creating and Managing
Perspectives 7. PowerPivot PivotTables and
PivotCharts 3D Maps 1. Enabling 3D Maps 2.
Creating a New 3D Maps Tour 3. Editing a 3D Maps
Tour 4. Managing Layers in a 3D Maps Tour 5.
Filtering Layers 6. Setting Layer Options 7.
Managing Scenes 8. Custom 3D Maps 9. Custom
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Regions 10. World Map Options 11. Inserting 3D
Map Objects 12. Previewing a Scene 13. Playing a
3D Maps Tour 14. Creating a Video of a 3D Maps
Tour 15. 3D Maps Options Slicers and Timelines 1.
Inserting and Deleting Slicers 2. Modifying Slicers 3.
Inserting and Deleting Timelines 4. Modifying
Timelines Security Features 1. Unlocking Cells 2.
Worksheet Protection 3. Workbook Protection 4.
Password Protecting Excel Files Making Macros 1.
Recording Macros 2. Running and Deleting
Recorded Macros 3. The Personal Macro Workbook
Using Online Templates 1. Downloading Online
Templates 2. Saving a Template 3. Creating New
Workbooks from Saved Templates Legal Templates
1. Chapter Overview 2. Using the Law Firm Financial
Analysis Worksheet 3. Using the Law Firm Project
Tracker 4. Using the Law Firm Project Plan Legal
Business Functions 1. The Pv Function 2. The Fv
Function 3. The IRR and XIRR Functions Simple
IOLTA Management 1. IOLTA Basics 2. Using Excel
for Simple IOLTA Management 3. Using the Simple
IOLTA Template
PowerPivot for Business Intelligence Using Excel
and SharePoint
Excel VBA Programming For Dummies
Self-Service Business Intelligence Using Power
Pivot, Power View, Power Query, and Power Map
Build dashboards and visualizations to make your
data come to life
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101 Most Popular Excel Formulas
Mastering Power Query in Power BI and Excel
Business intelligence with Microsoft Excel, SQL
Server Analysis Services, and Power BI

Learn to manipulate massive amounts of data using an often
overlooked feature of Microsoft Excel. Author James
Beresford will demonstrate how to take control of data sets by
using a tool that most readers likely already have access to.
With PowerPivot, you can take the first step toward mastering
your data needs. This updated and expanded second edition
of Book provides a user-friendly introduction to the subject,
Taking a clear structural framework, it guides the reader
through the subject's core elements. A flowing writing style
combines with the use of illustrations and diagrams
throughout the text to ensure the reader understands even
the most complex of concepts. This succinct and enlightening
overview is a required reading for all those interested in the
subject . We hope you find this book useful in shaping your
future career & Business.
Microsoft PowerPivot for Excel 2010: Give Your Data
Meaning introduces PowerPivot in Excel 2010 to power users
and data analysts who want to give their data meaning by
creating their own Business Intelligence models. And with
Microsoft Excel 2010: Data Analysis and Business Modeling,
you'll learn the best ways to use Office Excel 2010 for data
analysis and business modeling. Award-winning professor
and statistician Wayne Winston shares practical examples to
help you transform data into bottom-line results. Web site
includes practice files. The two books included in this kit are:
9780735640580 Microsoft PowerPivot for Excel 2010
9780735643369 Microsoft Office Excel 2007: Data Analysis
and Business Modeling, 3E
Explore advanced skills in Excel and gain an amazing array
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of tricks and tools to increase your productivity. This book
discusses new techniques such as power functions, chart
tricks, and many more to master Excel. Advanced Excel
Success starts with a few useful data tools in Excel followed
by advanced formulas that will help you increase productivity.
Here, you will learn power functions that aggregate, return
ranges, and much more. Further, you will look at custom
formatting tricks along with advanced charting tricks. These
include automatically changing the color of key metrics,
dynamically sorting chart data, and building creative labels.
Next, you will understand the role of Power Query which is
one of the most important upgrades in Excel. Power Query is
the Microsoft Data Connectivity and Data Preparation
technology that enables business users to seamlessly access
data stored in hundreds of data sources and reshape it to fit
their needs, with an easy-to-use, engaging, and no-code user
experience. Finally, you will learn Power Pivot which is a
distinct feature in Excel that goes beyond spreadsheets. After
reading this book, you will be well equipped to work on Excel
with its advanced features. You will: Work with the most
useful data tools Understand formulas and the ten power
functions Use advanced chart and formatting tricks and
techniques for dynamic and effective visuals Work with power
tools.
Microsoft PowerPivot is a free add-on to Excel from Microsoft
that allows users to produce new kinds of reports and
analyses that were simply impossible before, and this book is
the first to tackle DAX formulas, the core capability of
PowerPivot, from the perspective of the Excel audience.
Written by the world's foremost PowerPivot blogger and
practitioner, the book's concepts and approach are introduced
in a step-by-step manner tailored to the learning style of Excel
users everywhere. The techniques presented allow users to
produce, in hours or even minutes, results that formerly would
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have taken entire teams weeks or months to produce. The
"pattern-like" techniques and best practices contained in this
book have been developed and refined over two years of
onsite training with Excel users around the world, and the key
lessons from those seminars costing thousands of dollars per
day are now available within the pages of this easy-to-follow
guide. This updated edition covers new features introduced
with Office 2015.
Power Pivot and Power Bi: The Excel User's Guide to Dax,
Power Query, Power Bi & Power Pivot in Excel 2010-2016
Microsoft Excel 2019 for Lawyers Training Manual Classroom
in a Book
Super Charge Excel
Professional Microsoft PowerPivot for Excel and SharePoint
Microsoft Excel 2019 Pivot Table Data Crunching
Dashboarding and Reporting with Power Pivot and Excel
Advanced Excel for Accountants - Pivot Tables & Vlookup
Do you want to broaden your Hadoop skill set
and take your knowledge to the next level? Do
you wish to enhance your knowledge of Hadoop
to solve challenging data processing
problems? Are your Hadoop jobs, Pig scripts,
or Hive queries not working as fast as you
intend? Are you looking to understand the
benefits of upgrading Hadoop? If the answer
is yes to any of these, this book is for you.
It assumes novice-level familiarity with
Hadoop.
Take your Excel programming skills to the
next level To take Excel to the next level,
you need to understand and implement the
power of Visual Basic for Applications (VBA).
Excel VBA Programming For Dummies introduces
you to a wide array of new Excel options,
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beginning with the most important tools and
operations for the Visual Basic Editor.
Inside, you’ll find an overview of the
essential elements and concepts for
programming with Excel. In no time, you’ll
discover techniques for handling errors and
exterminating bugs, working with range
objects and controlling program flow, and
much more. With friendly advice on the
easiest ways to develop custom dialog boxes,
toolbars, and menus, readers will be creating
Excel applications custom fit to their unique
needs! Fully updated for the new Excel 2019
Step-by-step instructions for creating VBA
macros to maximize productivity Guidance on
customizing your applications so they work
the way you want All sample programs, VBA
code, and worksheets are available at
dummies.com Beginning VBA programmers
rejoice! This easy-to-follow book makes it
easier than ever to excel at Excel VBA!
Active learning lessons for mastering DAX
Data analysis expressions (DAX) is the
formula language of PowerPivot and this book
is written to give hands-on practice to
anyone who wants to become competent at
writing such formulas. Sample exercises that
explain each concept are provided and
followed by practice questions and answers to
maximize learning and experience with DAX.
Offers information on the patterns and
techniques of the formula language DAX.
Microsoft Power BI Quick Start Guide
Microsoft Excel 2013
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DAX Patterns: Second Edition
When you learn to Write DAX for Power Pivot
Fórmulas DAX para PowerPivot
Microsoft PowerPivot for Excel 2010

This Mastering Excel lesson covers Power View. Power
View is a new Excel feature that lets you explore you data
and create dynamic & interactive presentations. You will
start with the basics, creating a List Report, moving onto
Matrix Tables, then Cards, Charts, Filters, Slicers and even
Maps! This lesson is a bit longer than the rest of the series
because it is a big topic. You can do so much with Power
View. Once you finish this lesson and you begin to use
Power View in your day to day work, be prepared to get
questions form everyone about it. You will amaze everyone
and yes, this just might make you the office Excel guru.
Seriously, it is that impressive. Like all the other Mastering
Excel lessons, this one also come with follow along
workbooks. Click on the link in the book to receive the
materials in your email. THIS IS IMPORTANT. PLEASE
READ THIS: You MUST have the right version of Excel to
use Power View. Power View and Power Pivot are only
available in the Office Professional Plus and Office 365
Professional Plus editions, and in the standalone edition of
Excel 2013. Excel 2016 has Power View but Microsoft has
removed the Power View button. In the lesson, I show you
how to add it to the ribbon.
ANALYZE HUGE AMOUNTS OF BUSINESS DATA
FASTER, MORE EASILY, AND MORE ACCURATELY!
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Use Microsoft’s free PowerPivot add-in for Excel 2010 to
analyze immense amounts of data from any source,
perform state-of-the-art business analysis far more easily,
and make better decisions in less time! Simple, step-by-step
instructions walk you through installing PowerPivot,
importing data, using PivotTables with PowerPivot, using
super-powerful DAX functions and measures, reporting to
print or SharePoint, and a whole lot more. Whatever your
Excel data analysis experience, this book will help you use
PowerPivot to get the right answers, right now—without IT’s
help! Import and integrate data from spreadsheets, SQL
Server, Access, Oracle, text files, Atom data feeds, and other
sources Analyze multiple tables together, without
complicated VLOOKUPs Format, sort, and filter data in the
PowerPivot window Add calculated columns using new
DAX functions Create powerful reports from PowerPivot
data—and format them so executives instantly get your
point Discover PivotTable tricks that work even better in
PowerPivot Control multiple PivotTable elements on one
worksheet, with one set of Excel 2010 Slicers Use DAX
Measures to quickly perform tasks that were difficult or
impossible with Calculated Fields Compare today’s sales to
yesterday’s–or to sales from the parallel period last fiscal
year. Use Named Sets to prepare asymmetric reports, show
actuals for past months and plan for future months.
The complete guide to Excel 2019 Whether you are just
starting out or an Excel novice, the Excel 2019 Bible is your
comprehensive, go-to guide for all your Excel 2019 needs.
Whether you use Excel at work or at home, you will be
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guided through the powerful new features and capabilities
to take full advantage of what the updated version offers.
Learn to incorporate templates, implement formulas, create
pivot tables, analyze data, and much more. Navigate this
powerful tool for business, home management, technical
work, and much more with the only resource you need,
Excel 2019 Bible. Create functional spreadsheets that work
Master formulas, formatting, pivot tables, and more Get
acquainted with Excel 2019's new features and tools
Whether you need a walkthrough tutorial or an easy-tonavigate desk reference, the Excel 2019 Bible has you
covered with complete coverage and clear expert guidance.
Mastering ExcelPower PivotCreatespace Independent
Publishing Platform
Power Pivot
A Guide to the M Language in Excel Power Query
Advanced Excel Success
The Definitive Guide to DAX
Do the Impossible with Excel Formulas Thanks to Array
Formula Magic
Getting started with Power Query in Power BI and Excel
A Practical Guide to Mastering Excel
Design, create and manage robust Power BI solutions to
gain meaningful business insights Key Features Master
all the dashboarding and reporting features of Microsoft
Power BI Combine data from multiple sources, create
stunning visualizations and publish your reports across
multiple platforms A comprehensive guide with real-world
use cases and examples demonstrating how you can get
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the best out of Microsoft Power BI Book Description This
book is intended for business intelligence professionals
responsible for the design and development of Power BI
content as well as managers, architects and
administrators who oversee Power BI projects and
deployments. The chapters flow from the planning of a
Power BI project through the development and
distribution of content to the administration of Power BI
for an organization. BI developers will learn how to
create sustainable and impactful Power BI datasets,
reports, and dashboards. This includes connecting to
data sources, shaping and enhancing source data, and
developing an analytical data model. Additionally, top
report and dashboard design practices are described
using features such as Bookmarks and the Power KPI
visual. BI managers will learn how Power BI’s tools work
together such as with the On-premises data gateway and
how content can be staged and securely distributed via
Apps. Additionally, both the Power BI Report Server and
Power BI Premium are reviewed. By the end of this
book, you will be confident in creating effective charts,
tables, reports or dashboards for any kind of data using
the tools and techniques in Microsoft PowerBI. What you
will learn Build efficient data retrieval and transformation
processes with the Power Query M Language Design
scalable, user-friendly DirectQuery and Import Data
Models Develop visually rich, immersive, and interactive
reports and dashboards Maintain version control and
stage deployments across development, test, and
production environments Manage and monitor the Power
BI Service and the On-premises data gateway Develop a
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fully on-premise solution with the Power BI Report
Server Scale up a Power BI solution via Power BI
Premium capacity and migration to Azure Analysis
Services or SQL Server Analysis Services Who this book
is for Business Intelligence professionals and existing
Power BI users looking to master Power BI for all their
data visualization and dashboarding needs will find this
book to be useful. While understanding of the basic BI
concepts is required, some exposure to Microsoft Power
BI will be helpful.
This comprehensive and authoritative guide will teach
you the DAX language for business intelligence, data
modeling, and analytics. Leading Microsoft BI
consultants Marco Russo and Alberto Ferrari help you
master everything from table functions through advanced
code and model optimization. You’ll learn exactly what
happens under the hood when you run a DAX
expression, how DAX behaves differently from other
languages, and how to use this knowledge to write fast,
robust code. If you want to leverage all of DAX’s
remarkable power and flexibility, this no-compromise
“deep dive” is exactly what you need. Perform powerful
data analysis with DAX for Microsoft SQL Server
Analysis Services, Excel, and Power BI Master core DAX
concepts, including calculated columns, measures, and
error handling Understand evaluation contexts and the
CALCULATE and CALCULATETABLE functions Perform
time-based calculations: YTD, MTD, previous year,
working days, and more Work with expanded tables,
complex functions, and elaborate DAX expressions
Perform calculations over hierarchies, including
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parent/child hierarchies Use DAX to express diverse and
unusual relationships Measure DAX query performance
with SQL Server Profiler and DAX Studio
Learn the Most Popular Excel Formulas Ever:
VLOOKUP, IF, SUMIF, INDEX/MATCH, COUNT,
SUMPRODUCT plus Many More!With this book, you'll
learn to apply the must know Excel Formulas &
Functions to make your data analysis & reporting easier
and will save time in the process.With this book you get
the following: ? 101 Ready Made Formulas Covering:
LOOKUP, LOGICAL, MATH, STATISTICAL, TEXT,
DATE, TIME & INFORMATION ? Easy to Read Step by
Step Guide with Screenshots? Downloadable Practice
Workbooks for each Formula with Solutions? Interactive
& Searchable E-Book to find any Formula with ease?
New Excel Formulas For Excel 2019 & Office 365This
book is a MUST-HAVE for Beginner to Intermediate
Excel users who want to learn Excel Formulas FAST &
stand out from the crowd!
PowerPivot comprises a set of technologies for easy
access to data mining and business intelligence analysis
from Microsoft Excel and SharePoint. Power users and
developers alike can create sophisticated, online analytic
processing (OLAP) solutions using PowerPivot for Excel,
and then share those solutions with other users via
PowerPivot for SharePoint. Data can be pulled in from
any of the leading database platforms, as well as from
spreadsheets and flat files. PowerPivot for Business
Intelligence Using Excel and SharePoint is your key to
mastering PowerPivot. The book takes a scenario-based
approach to showing you how to collect data, to mine
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that data through insightful analysis, and to draw
conclusions that drive business performance. Each
chapter in the book is focused on a specific challenge
that you’ll encounter when using PowerPivot. Each
chapter takes you through a solution technique that’s
been proven in the real world. Covers the leading
technology for bringing data analytics to the desktop
Presents real-world solutions to real-world scenarios
Written by a Microsoft Virtual Technical Specialist (VTS)
for business intelligence
A practical guide to learning Power Pivot for Excel and
Power BI
PowerPivot for the Data Analyst
Beginning Power BI with Excel 2013
A Complete Guide for Creating, Using and Automating
Lists and Tables
Excel 2019 Bible
Ctrl+Shift+Enter Mastering Excel Array Formulas
Expert techniques for effective data analytics and
business intelligence
Creating tables in Excel allows for easier formatting and
reporting, but the new syntax that it implies can be
intimidating to the uninitiated. In this guide, one of the
developers of the official Microsoft Excel 2013
templates—all of which employ tables—helps introduce
readers to the multiple benefits of tables. The book
begins by explaining what tables are, how to create them,
and how they can be used in reporting before moving on
to slightly more advanced topics, including slicers and
filtering, working with VBA macros, and using tables in
the Excel web app. Novice Excel users and experts alike
will find relevant, useful, and authoritative information in
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this one-of-a-kind resource.
PowerPivot is an amazing new add-in for Excel 2013 that
allows business intelligence pros to process large
amounts data. Although it is simple to use in a demo
environment, analysts are likely to run into real-life
scenarios that are difficult to solve. This guide, dedicated
solely to the PowerPivot tool, provides techniques and
solutions to real-world problems, including showing the
Top N customers by using slicer filters, comparing
budget to actuals, drilling across data instead of through
data, and joining data from two different sources in a
single analysis.
Designed with Excel gurus in mind, this handbook
outlines how to create formulas that can be used to solve
everyday problems with a series of data values that
standard Excel formulas cannot or would be too arduous
to attempt. Beginning with an introduction to array
formulas, this manual examines topics such as how they
differ from ordinary formulas, the benefits and
drawbacks of their use, functions that can and cannot
handle array calculations, and array constants and
functions. Among the practical applications surveyed
include how to extract data from tables and unique lists,
how to get results that match any criteria, and how to
utilize various methods for unique counts. This book
contains 529 screen shots.
Microsoft PowerPivot is a free add-on to Excel from
Microsoft that allows users to produce new kinds of
reports and analyses that were simply impossible before.
Written by the world’s foremost PowerPivot blogger and
practitioner, this guide is the first to tackle DAX formulas,
the core capability of PowerPivot, from the perspective of
the Excel audience in a simple, step-by-step manner
tailored to its learning style. The techniques presented
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allow individuals to produce, in hours or even minutes,
results that formerly would have taken entire teams
weeks or months to produce and include lessons on the
difference between calculated columns and measures,
how formulas can be reused across reports of
completely different shapes, how to merge disjointed
sets of data into unified reports, how to make certain
columns in a pivot behave as if the pivot were filtered
while other columns do not, and how to create timeintelligent calculations in pivot tables such as “Year over
Year” and “Moving Averages” whether they use a
standard, fiscal, or a complete custom calendar. The
“pattern-like” techniques and best practices contained in
this book have been developed and refined over two
years of onsite training with Excel users around the
world, and now those key lessons—usually available in
seminars costing thousands of dollars per day—are
available to readers within the pages of this easy-tofollow manual.
DAX Formulas for PowerPivot
Learning real-world Power Query and M Techniques for a
better data analysis
Una guía simple hacia la revolución de Excel
Mastering Microsoft Power BI
The Excel User's Guide to Dax, Power Query, Power
Pivot
Mastering Excel
Power View
Shows readers how to perform complex data
analysis, create reports with the data analysis
expressions language, and add hierarchies to
data models to enable faster browsing.
Microsoft’s revolutionary Power Pivot is a tool
that allows users to create and transform data
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into reports and dashboards in new and much
more powerful ways using the most-used
analytical tool in the world: Excel. This book,
written by a member of Microsoft’s Power Pivot
team, provides a practical step by step guide on
creating a financial dashboard. The book covers
in detail how to combine and shape the relevant
data, build the dashboard in Excel, providing
layout and design tips and tricks, prepare the
model to work with fiscal dates, and show values
used in many financial reports, including yearto-date, variance-to-target, percentage-of-total,
and running totals reports. Accessibly written,
this book offers readers a practical, real-world
scenario and can be used as a day-to-day
reference. Though the guide focuses on Power
Pivot for Excel 2010, a chapter that discusses
Power View—compatible with Excel 2013— and
Power BI is also included.
This enthusiastic introduction provides support
for Excel beginners and focuses on using the
program immediately for maximum efficiency.
With 1,104 screenshots and explicit information
on everything from rows, columns, and cells to
subtotaling, sorting, and pivot tables, this guide
aims to alleviate the frustrations that come with
using the program for the first time. This
manual offers strategies for avoiding problems
and streamlining efficiency and assists readers
from start to finish, turning Excel 2010 novices
into experts.
With PowerPivot, Microsoft brings the power of
Microsoft's business intelligence tools to Excel
and SharePoint users. Self-service business
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intelligence today augments traditional BI
methods, allowing faster response time and
greater flexibility. If you're a business decisionmaker who uses Microsoft Office or an IT
professional responsible for deploying and
managing your organization's business
intelligence systems, this guide will help you
make the most of PowerPivot. Professional
Microsoft PowerPivot for Excel and SharePoint
describes all aspects of PowerPivot and shows
you how to use each of its major features. By the
time you are finished with this book, you will be
well on your way to becoming a PowerPivot
expert. This book is for people who want to
learn about PowerPivot from end to end. You
should have some rudimentary knowledge of
databases and data analysis. Familiarity with
Microsoft Excel and Microsoft SharePoint is
helpful, since PowerPivot builds on those two
products. This book covers the first version of
PowerPivot, which ships with SQL Server 2008
R2 and enhances Microsoft Office 2010. It
provides an overview of PowerPivot and a
detailed look its two components: PowerPivot
for Excel and PowerPivot for SharePoint. It
explains the technologies that make up these
two components, and gives some insight into
why these components were implemented the
way they were. Through an extended example, it
shows how to build a PowerPivot application
from end to end. The companion Web site
includes all the sample applications and reports
discussed.
A Beginners Guide to Conquering Excel's
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Frustrations and Making Excel Fun
Mastering Hadoop
How to Design and Create a Financial
Dashboard with PowerPivot – End to End
Slaying Excel Dragons
Give Your Data Meaning
Patterns and Techniques for Excel
Getting, transforming, and preparing the data.
The first step towards data analysis
PowerPivot is a big deal for Excel.
PowerPivot is a new feature where Excel will
load data into a Data Model that can handle
millions of rows. You can create
relationships between tables, build
hierarchies and improve the already extensive
data analysis capabilities of Excel. In this
lesson, I show you how to install Power
Pivot, connect to various data sources, build
relationships, add time based intelligence to
the Data Model and I throw is some more
tricks along the way. You must have Excel
2010 or later to use PowerPivot. The
screenshots in the lesson are from Excel
2016. Earlier version will look a little
different but not substantially so. This
lesson come with several follow along
workbooks that you can use to work through
the exercises as you read the book.
Any data analytics solution requires data
population and preparation. With the rise of
data analytics solutions these years, the
need for this data preparation becomes even
more essential. Power BI is a helpful data
analytics tool that is used worldwide by many
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users. As a Power BI (or Microsoft BI)
developer, it is essential to learn how to
prepare the data in the right shape and
format needed. You need to learn how to clean
the data and build it in a structure that can
be modeled easily and used high performant
for visualization. Data preparation and
transformation is the backend work. If you
consider building a BI system as going to a
restaurant and ordering food. The
visualization is the food you see on the
table nicely presented. The quality, the
taste, and everything else come from the hard
work in the kitchen. The part that you don’t
see or the backend in the world of Power BI
is Power Query. You may already be familiar
with other data preparation and
transformation technologies, such as T-SQL,
SSIS, Azure Data Factory, Informatica, etc.
Power Query is a data transformation engine
capable of preparing the data in the format
you need. The good news is that to learn
Power Query; you don’t need to know
programming. Power Query is for citizen data
engineers. However, this doesn’t mean that
Power Query is not capable of performing
advanced transformation. Power Query exists
in many Microsoft tools and services such as
Power BI, Excel, Dataflows, Power Automate,
Azure Data Factory, etc. Through the years,
this engine became more powerful. These days,
we can say this is essential learning for
anyone who wants to do data analysis with
Microsoft technology to learn Power Query and
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master it. We have been working with Power
Query since the very early release of that in
2013, named Data Explorer, and wrote blog
articles and published videos about it. The
number of articles we published under this
subject easily exceeds hundreds. Through
those articles, some of the fundamentals and
key learnings of Power Query are explained.
We thought it is good to compile some of them
in a book series. A good analytics solution
combines a good data model, good data
preparation, and good analytics and
calculations. Reza has written another book
about the Basics of modeling in Power BI and
a book on Power BI DAX Simplified. This book
is covering the data preparation and
transformations aspects of it. This book
series is for you if you are building a Power
BI solution. Even if you are just visualizing
the data, preparation and transformations are
an essential part of analytics. You do need
to have the cleaned and prepared data ready
before visualizing it. This book is compiled
into a series of two books, which will be
followed by a third book later; Getting
started with Power Query in Power BI and
Excel (already available to be purchased
separately) Mastering Power Query in Power BI
and Excel (This book) Power Query dataflows
(will be published later) This book deeps
dive into real-world challenges of data
transformation. It starts with combining data
sources and continues with aggregations and
fuzzy operations. The book covers advanced
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usage of Power Query in scenarios such as
error handling and exception reports, custom
functions and parameters, advanced analytics,
and some helpful table and list functions.
The book continues with some performance
tuning tips and it also explains the Power
Query formula language (M) and the structure
of it and how to use it in practical
solutions. Although this book is written for
Power BI and all the examples are presented
using the Power BI. However, the examples can
be easily applied to Excel, Dataflows, and
other tools and services using Power Query.
An active reading experience to learn DAX
Power Pivot is an embedded database that
significantly improves the business
intelligence (BI) reporting an analytics
capabilities of Microsoft Excel (versions
2010 and above). Data analysis expressions
(DAX) is the formula language of Power Pivot.
Learning the DAX language is key to empower
Excel users so they can take advantage of
these new BI capabilities, however
unfortunately simply reading a book is
normally not enough for Excel users to learn
the DAX language – most people will also need
some practice. Learn to Write DAX is
different to other books - it is written in
such a way to clearly explain the concepts of
Power Pivot while at the same time giving
hands-on practice to deeply engage the reader
and to help the new knowledge and concepts
stick. The book first presents the theory,
then provides worked through sample exercises
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demonstrating each of the concepts, and
finally it provides the reader with practice
exercises and answers to maximize learning
retention. This is the second edition of the
book Learn to Write DAX. This second edition
has been updated for the Excel 2016 user
interface while still providing a bridge for
readers wanting to learn DAX in the Excel
environment and then transfer their new DAX
skills across to Power BI.
In the workplace, excel is one of the most
commonly used analysis and reporting tools.
If there is one book you should get to help
you master Pivot Tables and VLOOKUP, this
will do just that. The step by step guidance
in this book will enable you to master
Excel's powerful and dynamic functions Pivot tables & VLOOKUP which are relevant to
you as an accountant and thus will help you
make yourself more marketable with
recruitment agencies and potential employers.
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